The Critter Club

All titles can be found in the juvenile fiction collection under J FIC BAR.

0  #1...Amy & the Missing Puppy
0  #2...All About Ellie
0  #3...Liz Learns a Lesson
0  #4...Marion Takes a Break
0  #5...Amy Meets Her Stepsister
0  #6...Ellie’s Lovely Idea
0  #7...Liz at Marigold Lake
0  #8...Marion Strikes a Pose
0  #9...Amy’s Very Merry Christmas
0  #10...Ellie and the Good Luck Pig
0  #11...Liz and the Sand Castle Contest
0  #12...Marion Takes Charge
0  #13...Amy is a Little Bit Chicken
0  #14...Ellie the Flower Girl
0  #15...Liz’s Night at the Museum
0  #16...Marion and the Secret Letter
0  #17...Amy on Park Patrol
0  #18...Ellie Steps Up to the Plate
0  #19...Liz and the Nosy Neighbor
0  #20...Marion and the Girls Getaway
0  #21...Amy, the Puppy Whisperer
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